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Name of original factory Update status Updated name 

A machinery factory Updated A scenic area 

Institute B Updated B cultural and creative center 

C machine factory Updating —— 
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Landscape design mode Landscape design 

Open space model Open, with the rhythm and beauty of space-time continuity 

Industrial Museum model 
Overall stable, with a sense of order, architectural style affects the 

entire site landscape 

Mode of Creative Industry Park 
The whole old as old + postmodern design elements, bright color 

block, artistic landscape and industrial culture integration 

Complex development mode 
It has an overall industrial style and a dynamic and flexible business 

atmosphere 

Industrial 

heritage 

elements 

Landscape Utilization 

Industrial plant 

It is transformed into hotels, fighting halls, restaurants, shops, etc., making reasonable use of the 

wide space of the building, without too much transformation of the main body of the building, 

and changing the shabby appearance by adding modern industrial style decoration to form a 

commercial space. 

Transportation 

facilities 

As a landscape sketch, the car body is printed with the words "electronic nine Institute", which 

shows the brilliance of this place as an industrial land and full of historical memories. 

industrial 

equipment 

Industrial equipment is displayed as landscape sculpture. The strange appearance patterns and 

the hard and cold metal characteristics bring this time and space into the industrial age. 

Industrial culture 

wall 

The cultural propaganda wall at the entrance has been completely preserved. The mottled wall 

and the peeling paint reflect that this place is a long time ago. Once entering the park, it seems to 

be in the industrial period of "three line construction". 

New design 

elements 
Landscape style 

Construction 

shop 

Through the art of secondary design, the design absorbs the elements of industrial landscape, 

changes the original single appearance and structure of industrial buildings, and creates a new 

landscape with practical use. 

Hotel We should change the appearance and scale of industrial buildings, sort out the disordered 
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architecture industrial sites, re plan the spatial layout, and combine modern elements with industrial relics 

through artistic techniques, so as to make the Industrial Relics shine again. 

Shop sign 
Identify the industrial landscape elements of the site, and recreate the elements in the landscape 

regeneration design, which also increases the industrial cultural style of the site. 

37.57%

30.16%

22.22%

10.05%

Very familiar Learn something 

about it

I've heard it, but I 

don't understand it
Never heard of it

Understanding of the history of the third line construction

10.05%

Demolish all the land and use it 

for other purposes

All of them are preserved as 

cultural relics

Update and reuse Not considered

How to deal with abandoned land
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16.93%

Industrial  Museum

Development of Real 

Estate complex

Industrial  Heritage Park

Art  and creative center

Which update mode is better
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Establishing the evaluation index of landscape ecosystem

Establishing the pattern of landscape design

Landscape design strategy

Landscape 

design

Landscape 

space design

Landscape 

art design

Ecological res toration s trategy

Soil ecological 

restoration

Ecological 

restoration of 

water body

Plant ecological 

restoration

Industrial solid 

waste

Topographic

al design
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The current situation of art landscape in 

industrial cultural  relics

Industrial  sites
Artistic and cultural 

landscape

There is a lack of 

participation

Lack of necessary criteria

Single t ransformation mode

There is a lack of 

participation

Discussion on design practice method

Expression

Continuing culture and bed

Strategy of bui lding space

The fusion and 

reconstruct ion of Art

Principle of express ion

Humanization principle

Ecological principle

Artistic principle

Expression

Transformation of industrial  

buildings

Transformation of industrial  

buildings

Transport corridor 

construction tour route

Restorat ion and construction 

of ecological  environment
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Geographical factors economic factors Ecological factors Landscape factors 

Location relationship with 

urban center 

Economic 

development 

potential of lots 

Remaining pollutants (water, soil, 

air, animals and plants, microbial 

pollution) 

The embodiment of 

landscape style 

Landform features 
Industrial 

production 

Ecological restoration of natural 

environment 

Suitability of 

landscape space 

Relationship with 

surrounding cultural 

tourist spots and 

residential areas 

- Stability of environmental 

ecosystem 

Appreciation of 

landscape art 

- - Environmental biodiversity Perfection of landscape 

facilities 
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Historical value Cultural value 

The value of 

science and 

technology 

Artistic value Economic value Save state 

It's a long time 
Corporate 

culture 

Industrial 

process 

Architectural 

aesthetics 

Structure 

utilization 
Completeness 

Special time Social emotion 
Industrial 

Technology 

Aesthetics of 

industrial 

facilities 

Space utilization 
Authenticity 

degree 

Principle Specific application 

Reconstruction For example, some buildings left in the factory with enough space or special display effect 

can be converted into exhibition halls 

Reform The abandoned sewage pond will be transformed into a constructed wetland and a base for 

leisure and ecological education 

Reconstruction Reconstruction of habitats for birds, small mammals, reptiles and aquatic animals 

Recovery Restore the function of nature ecosystem and interact with artificial ecosystem 

Landscape design mode Environmental impact factors Influencing factors of industrial heritage 

Industrial Heritage 

Museum 

Environmental factors have 

little influence 

The industrial remains are of high historical, cultural, 

scientific and technological value and complete 

preservation 

Public open space 
Superior geography and 

economy, poor ecological 
High artistic value of industrial remains 
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environment 

Complex development 
The ecological factors are 

superior 
High economic value of industrial remains 

Cultural and Creative 

Industrial Park 

The geographical and 

ecological factors are superior 
High artistic value of industrial remains 

Characteristic 

elements 
Feature content 

natural environment 
The original natural environment elements are destroyed strongly, and the artificial 

environment replaces the nature. 

ecological 

environment 

Industrial wasteland, as a landscape with degraded structure and function, results in the 

decrease of functional connection, the obvious change and fragmentation of landmark 

landscape, and the discontinuity of ecological process in time and space. 

Landscape features 

The original surrounding environment of industrial wasteland is a complete ecosystem. Steel 

production activities must affect the regional ecological pattern, such as water runoff, waste 

dispersion and so on. 

Natural landscape 

pattern 

The rail transit facilities, road system, industrial facilities, equipment and other buildings and 

structures used for industrial production in the site have damaged the original ecological 

environment and landscape pattern, and the continuity of the landscape has been broken, 

showing a fragmented situation. 

bio-diversity Biodiversity is reduced, and it is difficult to communicate with surrounding species. 

Planning and development 
strategy 

Strategy content 

Economic development 
strategy 

We should actively adjust the industrial structure of industrial wasteland and surrounding areas, develop new 

industries with regional advantages and prospects and in line with the leading direction of economic 
development, adjust the spatial layout of regional industries, and improve the level and efficiency of urban 

land use. 

Environmental 

improvement strategy 

We should seize the historical opportunity of the relocation and reconstruction of the plant, and carry out 

regional environmental improvement through the adjustment of industrial land, including the treatment of the 
soil and groundwater environment polluted by the industrial production of the Communist Party of China, 

and gradually control and reduce the regional pollution sources, so as to reproduce the pleasant landscape 

environment. 

Social development 

strategy 

Through the construction of industrial wasteland, promote the social progress of regional scope. Industrial 
arrangement should be conducive to improving the level of social employment, by increasing the training of 

re employed personnel, paying attention to solving their life security problems, maintaining social stability 

and promoting the improvement of social population quality. 

Cultural protection and 
development strategy 

Traditional industrial culture should be actively investigated and protected to expand the connotation of 

historical and cultural names; at the same time, the landscape and characteristic advantages of industrial 

resources should be brought into play to improve the quality of regional culture. 
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Industrial structure optimization framework Land renewal and utilization model 

Optimization of the internal structure of the secondary industry 

The model of continuous alternative 

industry 

Urban industrial model 

Structure optimization among three 

industries 

The service sector; the tertiary 

industry 

Cultural industry model 

Real estate development mode 
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Development model of compound 

tourism 

Primary industry The mode of urban agriculture 
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